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The P300 potential for fixations onto target object 

when exploring natural scenes during a visual task 

after denoising overlapped EFRP

Objectives

Denoising overlaped

EFRP by xDawn algorithm
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Interval time-locked onto the "target" fixation

During the interval time-locked onto the “target”

fixation, several fixations might occur (before and

after the “target” fixation).The neural potential elicited

by each of these fixations 𝑠𝑘 𝑡 , 𝑘 = 0. . . 𝐾 − 1, can be

classified into 6 classes (K = 6).
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Previous fixations

Subsequent fixations

Other fixations

(0) "target"

(1) "target -1"

(2) "target -2"

(3) "target +1" (in the ROI)

(4) "target +2" (in the ROI)

(5) "Other" ( the rank,  

outside the ROI)

xDawn algorithm
By least square minimization, one can estimate in a close form, the K 

average responses time-locked on the respective fixations. 

Visual search experiment
• 39 healthy adults participated in the experiment (22 female and 17 

male; age range: 20-36; M=24.69; SD=3.49).

• 60 natural scenes presented during 4 sec.

• Visual search of a specific object in the scene.

• 30 scenes (the object is present).

• 30 scenes (not present).

Examples of scanpaths

Is there an alarm clock?

Answer: Yes

Is there a balloon?

Answer: No

Correct answers

Participants successfully performed 

the visual search task: 

84.50 ± 0.20 % of correct answers.

Region Of Interest (“target”)

Co-enregistrement : EEG and Eye-tracking

EEG: g.GAMMAsys gtec system (gTec, Inc.)

• 32 Ag/ AgCl unipolar active electrodes

• Sampling at 1200 Hz, analog filtering (0.01-100 Hz + 50 Hz notch)

Eye tracking: Eyelink 1000 (SR Research)

• Sampling at 1000 Hz

Screen: 20-inch CRT monitor (ViewSonic)

• Refresh at 75Hz, Resolution 768 × 1024 pixels

• 57 cm from participants, Scenes of  30 × 40 degrees of visual angle

Apparatus

Data pre-processing

Synchronization:

• Same sampling frequency (1000 Hz)

• Time-alignment with common 

hardware triggers

The EEG signal before (black) and after (blue) the ICA 

correction for saccades (left) and blinks (right) for 11 

frontal electrodes.

Fixations of Interest
• Fixations were off-line tagged according to their location. 

• For each scene, a ROI was defined by a bounding box around the target object. 

• We tagged the first fixation landed inside the ROI (“target”). 

• We also tagged the two previous fixations (“target-2”, “target-1”) which were outside the ROI 

and the two subsequent fixations (“target+1”, “target+2”) which were inside the ROI. 

• Finally, these five fixations of interest (FOIs) were considered.

Eye movement data
Experimental visual saliency

• For each scene, a heat map was computed 

using the fixations of all participants who visually 

explored the scene. 

• The heat map illustrates that the target was 

effectively gazed at by all participants. 

• For each participant, the first fixation onto the 

target is called “target” 

Fixation durations for the five FOIsInter Fixation Interval (IFI) for the five FOIs

t [ms]

IFIIFI-1 IFI+1 IFI+2

IFI value  = fixation + saccade durations

Eye Fixation Related Potentials on the 

"target" fixation and adjacent fixations

Event Related Potential P300 

• Intensively studied for over forty years (Polish, 2012).

• Elicited at each updating of the stimulus representation, reflecting a cascade of

cognitive processes engaging attentional and memory mechanisms.

• Positive component, appearing 300 ms after stimulus onset.

• Maximal amplitude in centro-parietal regions.

Conclusions
P300 potential

• Starts around 250 ms with a maximal amplitude around 550 ms in the parieto-central region

• Elicited by the visual input at the fixation landed on the ROI, but also at consecutive fixations in the

same ROI, during a visual search task on natural scenes.

Overlapping

• Observation of the P300 potential artefacted by those elicited by adjacent fixations (Woldorff, 1993).
• xDawn algorithm takes account overlapped potentials to estimate potentials elicited by FOIs.

Topographic maps between 0 and 600 ms of 

the evoked potentials from the “target” fixation 

onset (top: EFRP; bottom: xDawn).

Mean relative amplitude of the P300 wave in [250; 500 ms] 

for the “target” fixation, the two previous fixations and the 

two subsequent fixations.

Noise + Overlaps

Artifacts rejection:

• Visual inspection (muscular activity or non-

physiological artifacts)

• ICA (Infomax) correction for ocular  artefacts

𝑛𝑖 𝑡 : outgoing brain activity which is not related to fixations

𝑥𝑖 𝑡 : observed neural activity time-locked at the FOI

𝜏𝑖
𝑘 : latency of the kth neural potential

𝑠𝑘 𝑡 : kth neural potential

𝐷𝑘 : normalized distribution of latencies for each class * : Convolution product

Co-registration of electroencephalographic (EEG) and eye-tracking (ET) signals (Kaunitz et al., 2014)

• Visual search task using an ecological experimental paradigm.

• Exploration of natural scenes during 4 sec to answer if a target object was or not present.

• Analysis of the appearance and evolution of the P300 elicited by the onset of successive fixations.

→ Eye Fixation Related Potentials (EFRPs) elicited by consecutive fixations around the fixation onto the target object

→ using a new methodology based on the xDawn algorithm (Rivet, et al.; 2009) to estimate EFRP.

→ Confirmation of ERP study results on the P300 potential

→ Ecological experimental context thanks to:

• Eye tracking and EEG data co-registration

• Careful denoising of overlapped observed EFRP signals

Target objet in the scene, inside the pink box.

Artefacts on s0(t) by overlapping of s1(t) and s3(t).

Potential estimate: 

EFRP obtained by simple average or by xDawn algorithm


